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**Abstract**
WINE CRIME – SOCIAL AND ECONOMIC IMPACTS
A previous paper on “The Economics of Wine Crime” looked at past and current work on criminal activity in the world’s wine industry including the falsification of bottle contents, adulterated products, and modern methods of criminal activity detection. This paper updates and extends this work and includes a look at some social and economic interconnections of blurred legal issues associated with the world wine industry. An example of one such issue is the deliberate “systematic” mislabeling of wine alcohol strength to improve sales. This paper is also a chance to look at some of the whimsical aspects of wine crime and its prevention. The list – Wine Fraud (Misrepresentation), Counterfeiting, Adulterated Wine (Doctored), Illegal Wine Consumption, and Stolen Wine. The prevention list – Proofing, Kodak, eProvance, Applied DNA, CertiLogo, Collotype Labels, iProof, Argonne Caps, and Vincent.
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